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The Air Up There
Boutsen Aviation Showcases Airbus A319CJ at this year’s EBACE

Geneva – May 21, 2019 – There is something remarkable about ﬂying in a bizliner. From the moment you step on board,
you feel as if it is not an aircraft at all, but an entire home capable of taking ﬂight to a plethora of worldwide destinations.
Boutsen Aviation’s A319CJ MSN 3826 G-NOAH is no exception, and it will showcase its glory for all to see this week on
the static display at EBACE 2019.

A319CJ MSN 3826 G-NOAH

“We are very proud to offer this aircraft for sale on an exclusive basis, and EBACE presents the perfect occasion for
exposure,” comments Founder and Chairman Thierry Boutsen as the company prepares to depart for Geneva. “Its
pristine and elegantly styled cabin combined with a profusion of technical capabilities and options creates the perfect
opportunity for someone looking to travel both luxuriously and efficiently for their personal or business needs. On top
of that, the asking price has been recently reduced to make the G-NOAH very competitive and certainly the best buy
on today’s market.”
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The aircraft features Alberto Pinto Design, led by Yves Pickardt, head of the VIP Aircraft Interior Department. The
4-section cabin allows for 19 passengers (sleeps 13) with a forward lounge area, dining/living area that converts to
conference room, aft lounge, and master bedroom with en- suite washroom. Thanks to the efficient utilization of space
and the extent of comfort mixed with ﬁne details, one might not even realize they are cruising at 41,000 feet.
Over the course of its 22-year history, Boutsen Aviation has moved steadily upwards from acquiring and selling light and
midsized jets to frequent activity in the heavy jet and bizliner market. In the last ten years, Mr. Boutsen and his team have
sold 5 Airbus Corporate Jets, and just this year have sold their ﬁrst Boeing Business Jet. “We are carving out a larger and
larger piece of the European brokerage sector for large size models” continues Mr. Boutsen, “and we are pleased that we
can provide our clients with the full extent of our expertise and knowledge for this type of aircraft. Displaying G-NOAH
at EBACE strengthens even further our growing presence in the bizliner market.”

Boutsen Aviation will showcase A319CJ MSN 3826 on the static display at EBACE from
May 21-23, 2019. Visits will be by appointment only.
To schedule, please contact sales@boutsen.com.
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